HEADSETS INC. HEADSETS

HEADSETS INC.-1001 PNR HEADSET
• 24dB NRR hearing protection • Noise-canceling electret mic • Rugged Mil-Spec cabling • Dual volume control • New Full flex boom • Wide comfort foam ear seals • Cotton cloth ear covers • Available in black or white. • Weight 14.5 oz. • 3 year factory warranty The Headsets Inc.-1001H is available with Foam Ear Seals, Gel Ear covers, or in a Bundle. Bundle includes: Gel Ear Seals, Soft Top Headband, and Cloth Ear Covers.
Headsit Inc.-1001B Black PNR Headset........P/N 11-09565.....$119.75
Headsit Inc.-1001BG Black PNR Headset with Gel Seals......P/N 11-09566.....$135.75
Headsit Inc.-1001B PLUS Black PNR Headset Bundle........P/N 11-10409.....$385.75
Headsit Inc.-1001T Plus PNR Headset with Bundle........P/N 11-10409.....$385.75
Headsit Inc.-1001T Plus Tan PNR Headset with Bundle........P/N 11-10409.....$385.75
Headsit Inc.-1001T Black PNR Headset with Gel Seals........P/N 11-09622.....$379.95
Headsit Inc.-1001BH PLUS Black Hell. Headset with Bundle........P/N 11-10411.....$399.95
Headsit Inc.-1001WH White Hell. Headset........P/N 11-08223.....$140.99
Headsit Inc.-1001WHG White Heli. Headset with Gel Ear Seals....P/N 11-08228.....$140.99
Headset Bag.................................................$19.95

HEADSETS INC.-4001 STEREO PNR HEADSET
• 24dB NRR hearing protection • Noise-canceling electret mic • Rugged Mil-Spec cabling • Dual volume control stereo • Pillow top head pad • New Full flex boom design • Gel ear seals • Cotton cloth ear covers • Wind block mic muff • Weight: 15 oz. • 3 year warranty Headsets Inc.-4001 are the affordable aviation industry leader.
Headsit Inc. 4001 PNR Headset Black........P/N 11-08093.....$139.00
Headsit Inc. 4001 PNR Headset White........P/N 11-09566.....$139.00

HEADSETS INC.-6001 ANR HEADSET
• Powerful ANR performance • Noise-canceling electret mic • Rugged Mil-Spec cabling, chrome plated plugs • Dual volume control stereo • Pillow top head pad • New Full flex boom design • Gel ear seals • Wind block mic muff • Auto shut-off battery pack • Auxiliary power input jack • 20 hour battery life • Weight: 16.5 oz. • 3 year warranty • D3P01 Personal Headset Bag.
Headset Inc. 6001B ANR Headset Black........P/N 11-08094.....$359.00
Headset Inc. 6001T ANR Headset Tan........P/N 11-10074.....$399.00

ANR KIT FOR SHALLOW CUP HEADSETS
All the components needed for David Clark 13 series headsets and others that have shallow depth ear cups. MX modules (reduced height for shallow cups) containing Audio Speaker, ANR speaker, Sensing microphone and control board. Assembly parts containing wire, solder, tie wraps, shrink tubing and Aramid pads. Pink foam strips for Passive noise attenuation. Power cable 72” long to connect battery box to ANR system. Crossover cable to replace existing cable on headset. Standard Battery box to power ANR system. Uses (1) 9 volt transistor battery.
P/N 11-12165 ...........................................$159.00

ANR KIT M-003-A FOR STANDARD HELMET
All the components needed to install ANR into your flight helmet. Standard modules containing Audio Speaker, ANR speaker, sensing microphone and control board. Assembly parts containing wire, solder, tie wraps, shrink tubing and Aramid pads. Gray foam strips for passive noise attenuation. Power cable 72” long. Helmet Gel ear seals. Crossover cable to replace existing cable on headset. Standard Battery box to power ANR system. Uses (1) 9 volt transistor battery.
P/N 11-12166 ...........................................$186.75

HEADSETS INC. ACCESSORIES

GEL SEALS • Add all-day comfort with a pair of Deluxe silicone gel ear seals with the industry’s first double bump design to keep the gel in place. Other gel seals tend to “squash out” over time. Deluxe gel seal will block-out noise for increased noise reduction. Fits Headsets Inc. and other top brand general aviation headsets.
P/N 11-06496 .........................$19.95

PILLOW TOP HEADPAD • Enjoy your flight with Pillow Top headpad. 100% sheepskin eliminates the pressure on the top of the head. Made to fit all general aviation, over-the-head headsets with 5/8” headbands.
P/N 11-03014 .........................$28.75

FOAM EAR SEALS • Fits Headsets Inc. and other top brand general aviation headsets.
P/N 11-07366 .........................$12.50

CLOTH EAR COVERS • Great for comfort and hygiene! The cool cotton comfort improves the tactile quality of any ear seal. Easy to install, absorbs perspiration, and completely washable. These covers fit all general aviation headsets.
P/N 11-07367 .........................$4.95

MIC MUFF • This mic muff attaches easily, includes the o-ring retainer, improves transmission while eliminating wind noise, and protects the mic from moisture and dust. It is completely washable and fits all general aviation headset microphones.
P/N 11-06497 .........................$3.95

GENERAL AVIATION TO HELICOPTER ADAPTER • General Aviation to Helicopter Adapter converts general aviation application to helicopter.
P/N 11-05983 .........................$53.75

POWER SUPPLY FOR PANEL MOUNT HEADSETS INC. 6000, D800 • Panel-mount power supply for Headsets Inc. 6000: The Panel-Mount Power Supply is for 12V aircraft. Save on batteries by powering the ANR system from aircraft power. Active noise reduction systems require a very stable and clean power supply. This panel-mount power supply has 2 voltage regulators, a DC-DC converter for isolation, and an in-line 1/4 amp fuse. For use with 11-08094 (6001B) & 11-10074 (6001T)
P/N 11-07180 .........................$47.85

NAV-DATA ND-72 FOLDUP HEADSET
The Nav-Data Technologies foldup headset has one of the best passive noise reduction ratings of any headset available at any cost.

There are many reasons to own the Nav-Data Headset:
• Switch selectable stereo or mono operation
• Dual volume controls
• Gel earseals for maximum comfort and noise attenuation
• Foldup design for easy storage in less space (two will fit in one standard headband bag)
• Full flexible mic boom - stays where you put it!

P/N 13-18774 ...............................$96.75